litical savior of antebellum American society," "analyze Lincoln's rise to power in the antebellum era and his ability to maintain the integrity of the union," "view Lincoln as a martyr who was sacrificed to heal the wounds of a divided country," and portray "Lincoln as possessing an almost mystical command of rhetoric that caused individuals of different political backgrounds to reconcile their differences"; concludes that, "unlike the historian, Whitman's role as national elegist was to reflect the sentiment of the American public towards the President during his time," while "Goodwin's narrative deconstructs the accepted image of Lincoln by offering the public a picture of Lincoln as a principled moral leader deeply conflicted over the pressing political issues of his day."] Boorse, Michael J., ed. Conversations (Winter 2015-16 [Examines Civil War era mourning practices and notes how many family members of dead soldiers were never able to retrieve the body of their loved one, thus robbing them of the opportunity to go through traditional mourning rituals; proposes that Drum-Taps is Whitman's attempt to "mediate grief and foster successful mourning through a book that . . . not only represented the deceased, but allowed readers to imagine themselves reconnected to them through its pages," a process made possible by Whitman's "curious lack of detail, and augmented by a material construction in which binding, typography, and visual ornamentation were crafted to represent any and every lost soldier of the Civil War," thus facilitating "a collaborative process of mourning which would create what was, in essence, a community of 'readerly' mourners united in spite of geographical, political, or ideological distances," as these readers invested Whitman's "anonymous soldier images . [Examines "the role of international circulation and celebrity in the making of Whitman's career," and argues the importance, for Whitman, of "the relationship between circulation and celebrity-between the distribution of fame as a function of personal presence and one's bodily ability to move, to distribute oneself-and that of writing or visual images"; considers "Whitman's depiction of himself as a national poetic orphan in light of his engagement of international distribution efforts"; analyzes "the key role played by translation efforts in both Whitman's ideas about poetry and his distribution strategies"; and offers a reading of "Eidólons" "in light of Whitman's adoption of an image of being bereft in the immediate aftermath of its composition," concluding that "it is the distributive quality of the eidolon that is interesting: a fantasy of the already distributed, the emissive and transformative qualities immanent in all endeavors, all the moods of the poet, even, before they hit the page [Examines differences between Whitman's and Stevens' approaches to poetry, positing that, "while Whitman was inclusive both in his poetic tools and the subjects they operated upon, Stevens was committed to a poetics that explores the creative tension between an expansive palette in terms of artistic surface and a restrictive subject matter in terms of ideas and themes"; goes on to propose that "two differences between Whitman and Stevens-their particular ways of responding to the great wars of their respective lifetimes as well as the difference in their poetic concern for sexuality and gender-are critically important in shaping their work" and in fact are so great "that, despite the pervasive urge to link them, . . . Whitman and Stevens are better understood in opposition to one another than through their similarities"; also explores the analogous tension in critical approaches that yoke Whitman and Stevens together-"evidence-based and speculative or theory-driven criticism"-and examines the flaws in previous speculative studies Rumi, Wordsworth, Whitman, Dickinson and Tagore (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2014) . [Provides a general inquiry into ecstatic states, a historical overview of the ecstatic poetic tradition, and a discussion of critical implications of ecstatic poetics; Chapter 7, "The Body Ecstatic: Walt Whitman" (104-130), investigates Whitman's poetry as part of this tradition, arguing that "what makes Whitman's spiritual ideas so unusual . . . is the intense physicality with which he invests them"; proposes that "Whitman's image of the electrified body can be seen as a form of anamnesis, a term from depth psychology signifying the retrieval of unconscious contents that takes place in psychoanalytic work"; finds that "Whitman praises heteroand homo-eroticism in Leaves," "strongly identifies with animal life," "directs his libido toward the earth in a kind of 'cosmo-erotic' impulse to merge himself sexually in nature," has a "prescient, intuitive understanding of concepts that have only recently surfaced in cognitive science" (including recognizing "the truth-value of the sensations that registered on his body"), "steals heavenly fire and brings it down to earth," shows "readers how to heal from diseased ideas," and "uses the idealized, electrified self to challenge and change several problematic values writers have internalized over the centuries of Western history"-thus affirming that "the body ecstatic is the portal to a holistic life of happiness and goes on to propose that "this has resulted in a continuum of future-founding poetry that can be traced through the twentieth century into the twenty-first, and which underwent various and indeed radical transformations but still always formed a strong undercurrent of poetic production in the United States that is of considerable aesthetic as well as political significance"; Chapter 1, "Whitman: Beginning American Poetry" (37-103), tracks the way Whitman advocates "the process of perpetual beginnings" from 1855 to the Deathbed Edition of Leaves of Grass: "he emphasizes the beginnings that are made in the present and firmly emplaces them within the culture they result from, and yet he also indicates that they are indeed only the beginnings of a future, not ends in themselves 
